


 

The Market Scope

US$ 1.100 trillion 

The global events and incentive travel  industry

generated in 2018 - 2019 

*The Future of the Events Industry - Skift  



The Future

The events market will rebound to 78% of its 2019 size*

*Globex by AMR International

Repressed Demand



The Future

66% have a greater appreciation for

travel after being restricted from doing

so.

On a scale of 1 to 5, the confidence level in

virtual events is at a 3.13. Most of the

attendees have virtual fatigue. 

Exhibitors are not seeing the ROI. 

83% of most senior-management

stakeholders who sponsor incentive travel

remain committed to this kind of the reward.

*Incentive Research Foundation/Incentive Travel Industry Index 

  AFAR

 Northstart Meetings Group



  is the events traveler 

Unknown pleasures

What  

Curated discovery

* Business Travel Report 

  Amadeus Report - Future of Travel 

  Forbes 

  American Express

Focus on experience over 

destination

  does this traveler want 

Who  

61% enjoy exploring local culture 

Spend 30% more than leisure travelers 

45% are millennials, concerned about

sustainable and ethical choices   



  Event Planner's  Struggles   

  Creativity    Sustainability  

Sustainable events and incentives are

demanded, but the implementation is harsh

and limited. It focus mainly on green

aspects and ignores social, economic and

cultural sustainability. 

The events industry is expected to be

creative. However less than 40% of event

professionals are creative, right-brained

thinkers. 

Innovation is demanded and not delivered.



A community-based platform connecting local suppliers and event planners 



Curated services and products tailored to the event

planners needs and travelers’ preferences. 

Small companies, associations, nonprofits  and professionals 

Local Flavor and Authenticity  

How we    make it different



Introducing a refreshing community model 

Local 

Creative and innovative approach

Fair Trade  Sustainable Transparent 

What      makes us different



    corporate gifts 

    entertainment

    catering, restaurants, and gourmet experiences

    special interest experiences

Once ORIGIN’ALL establishes in a destination, our team of experts identifies small

local businesses, associations, cultural centers, nonprofits and professionals with

potential to become event suppliers. 

 

Our selection comprehends different areas such as:  

    alternative venues  

 Shine Supplies can    



Suppliers will: 

 

   Receive training on how to create business proposals fitted to the events´ industry.

   Have effective communication and contend developed for their business. 

   Exchange experiences with other suppliers and discover how their business might

complement each other.

   Partner with our team to create more contemporary products and services. 

   Count on professionals to keep an eye on trends that draw attention towards their

business.

Training means      Empowering 



 Event planners will be able to: 

   Boost their creativity with fresh ideas and new perspectives. 

   Identify meaningful alternatives for attendee, allowing them to experience the

authentic lifestyle of locals. 

   Embrace sustainability enabling their events to directly expand economic benefits

to the local community while reinforcing its identity.

   Get to know the people behind the business. Request a proposal and select

suppliers knowing  their history, values, and sustainable initiatives.

   Rely on our team to assist them in designing personalized alternatives.

 Bridge Building the     



Our team garantees: 

   Continuous and ongoing support to suppliers, helping them to achieve success. 

   Permanent channel open for planners to communicate their needs, argue about new

trends, or to request assistance.

   Effective coordination and support during the business operation, starting with the

request until its delivery.

   Post-event follow up to determine opportunities for improvement.

 Trust Boosting      



 Back Giving     

ORIGIN’ALL Spirit allows event planners to actively boost the local economy. But

together we can always do more!

 

Planners will a list of nonprofits with a particular focus on revitalizing communities,

education, skills-based economic growth, and entrepreneurship. 

They can choose the opportunity to donate or to extend this alternative to your

final client, making the event even more meaningful.

 



Customer Journey   Innovative

Event Planner 

    Costumer - Centric Platform 
Easily navigate to discover and select suppliers

based on their history, sustainable initiatives or

causes you wish to support. 

 Or 
    No Effort at All 

Book a call to tell us what you need. 

We will select and present you the best

alternatives according yo your choices.



Customer Journey   Innovative

Event Planner 

Give us your delegate's profile, your budget, 

 your event's goals and/or causes you want to

support.

Boring Gift Cards or Corporate

Gifting?

Never again! Effortlessly bring your

destination's flavor to your delegates

and embrace sustainability by

supporting the local community. 

We will create a tailored selection of itens and

summit it to your approval. 

A market place will be created for your event.

Delegates will  choose their gift. They can, for

instance, adopt an olive tree and help to

preserve a village. Or buy a local artist's paiting. 

Gifts can be delivered to the event, hotel or

shipped home. 



Core   Values 

The Importance of Local 
As the heart of a community's economy

Sustainability
A broader approach going beyond the 3 Rs

Cultural Heritage Preservation
Preserve and reinforce local identity

Trust, Simplicity and Transparency
Get to know the people behind the business



Barcelona

Go to Market 

Highly demanded destination

that suffers with overtourism 

Talent blossoms: creative DNA

Catalunya's potencial

complements Barcelona's offer

Expand 

Think Globally 

Simple structure: easy to

implement in other destinations  

Network to quickly expand   

Italy, France and UK are next the

priorities



 we keep an eye at 

64 % of customers* prefer to buy

from independent, locally owned

businesses.

THE TREND *McKinsey and Company

  WGSN

"Sustainability, Values And

Community Are What Consumers

Want" *
*



A new generation of
millennials and Zs attendes
will demand a different
approach 

*WGSN

The effect on the
events industry

   Destinations are expected to

protect what is distinctive: people,

traditions and genuine places

   Destination marketing will be

about human-centric campaigns

based on what is real and original

   Authentic experiences that

connect them to the destination´s

essence 

   Social responsibility iniciatives will

be even more valued. 



95% event planners interviewed  

search for more meaningful alternatives and

would like to actively support local communities

when planning an event  



Meet THE  TEAM

Founder & CEO 

Claudia Cavariani

15-year career organizing events and

incentive travel for prestigious brands 

Jose Candeago  
Sales Expert 

Successful sales professional with 20+

years experience

Helena Camarillo
Supplier Relationship

Experienced Events & Hospitality Manager



Start Us Up 
ORIGIN'ALL SPIRIT was accelerated by Founders Institute, the world's

premier idea-stage accelerator and startup launch program.



Stay in Touch 
Experience & Authenticity

Events are fundamentally

about human beings 

Claudia Cavariani
claudia@originallspirit.com


